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1. INTRODUCTION 
The development of function theories over Clifford algebras has proved a 
useful setting 12, 5-14, 17, 19, 20, 24, 27, 28, 31-341 for generalizing many 
aspects of one variable complex function theory [ 1 ] to higher dimensions. 
The study of these function theories is referred to as Clifford analysis [S, 
27, 28, 321. This analysis is closely related to a number of studies made in 
mathematical physics [15, 17, 18, 221, and many applications [16, 21, 333 
have been found in this area in recent years. 
In a series of recent papers [ 1 l-141 Goldschmidt uses real Clifford 
algebras to study special classes of functions defined over domains in 
Euclidean space. These functions satisfy an inhomogeneous first order dif- 
ferential equation, which in the two dimensional setting reduces to the 
generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations studied by Vekua [35] and others. 
A presentation of the higher dimensional case is also given in 
[ 10, Chap. 41. By introducing Clifford algebra valued holomorphic poten- 
tials we are able to present generalizations, to C”+ ‘, of these equations. 
These new equations form natural holomorphic generalizations of the 
inhomogeneous Dirac equations studied in [29] and elsewhere. 
The analysis developed in [11-141 makes use of Fredholm operator 
theory. Consequently, many of the integral representations given for the 
solutions to the equations are partial representations. In our analysis we 
establish local isomorphisms between the spaces of solutions to the 
equations given here, and spaces of bounded solutions to the homogeneous 
equations studied in [28]. These isomorphisms enable us to perform direct 
calculations, which bypass the use of Fredholm operator theory, and gives 
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complete, local representations of the solutions to our systems of equations. 
As a consequence we are able to apply one of the main results given in 
[28], and determine complex domains over which solutions to our 
equations may be holomorphicly extended. We conclude that section of the 
paper by giving an analogue of the Laurent expansion theorem for the 
solutions to the equations considered here. 
In the last part of the paper we use the integral formula given in [7], for 
solutions to the complex Laplacian, to establish parallel results for 
solutions to generalized Klein Gordon equations, with holomorphic poten- 
tials. 
We begin by developing the necessary background on Clifford algebras 
and analysis that we require here. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For each positive integer n, it is demonstrated in [4, Part 1, 
26, Chap. 133 that from the space R”, with orthonormal basis {ej}J’=, , it is 
possible to construct a real 2”-dimensional associative algebra A, such that 
R”c A,. 
The algebra A, has an identity e,,, and for 1 <j, k <n we have 
eje, -I- e,ej = -2djkeo, 
where Sj,, is the Kroneker delta. 
This algebra has as basis elements the vectors 
e,, e, ,..., en, e, e, ,..., e, _ , e, ,..., e, . . . e,, 
and it is an example of a real Clifford algebra. A general basis element of 
this algebra is denoted by 
ej, . . . ej, 
with r<n and j, < ... <j,. 
By replacing the real coefficients associated to the basis elements of A, 
by complex coefficients we obtain the complex Clifford algebra, A, @OR C, 
which we shall denote by A,(C). It may be observe that this algebra is 
associative, and that its complex dimension is 2”. A general element Z of 
A,,(C) may be written as 
Z=zoeo+ ... +z,e,+ ... +zj,...j,e,,...ejr+ ... +zl...nel”‘e,, 
where zo, z,, zj ,... B, z ,,.. .EC. 
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The norm of an element 2 is defined to be 
IZI =2’“+“‘*{(x;+ *.. +x:....)“*+(y;+ ‘.. +y:...,y*}, 
where x,+iy,=z, and x ,... ,,+iy ,...,, =z ,... n. For each pair of elements 
Z, , Z2 E A,,(C) we have 
IZ, Z2I G IZ, I IZ,I. 
The complex vector subspace of A,(C) spanned by the vectors {ei};,, is 
denoted by C”+ ‘, and a vector zOe,, + z, e, + . . . + z,e, is denoted by z. 
The vector zOeO - z, e, - . . . - z,e, is called the conjugate of _z, and it is 
denoted by z. Using this conjugation it may observed that A,(C) is not a 
division algebra: the vector (e. + ie,) E A,(C) and we have 
The singularity cone 
is denoted by 
(e. + ie,)(m) = 0. 
{~ECI1+‘:_Zg=o} 
x 
and for each zO E c” + ’ we denote the set 
{ZE cm+‘: (z-z&-~0)=0} 
by 
sm 
It may be observed that the singularity cone, S, contains the Minkowski 
null cones discussed in [22] and elsewhere. 
The complex Clifford algebra, A,,(C), contains the following group: 
Spoin+(C”)= {ZEA.(C):Z=z,...z,, where r is an arbitrary 
positive integer, z, E c” + ’ for 1 <p 6 Y, and z& = e,}. 
This group is a complex Lie group, and its Lie algebra, spoin(C”), is span- 
ned by the basis elements 
e, ,..., e,,, ele2,..., en- le,,. 
We now proceed to introduce the background analysis that we require. 
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DEFINITION 1. For U a domain in c” + ’ and f: U -+ A,(C) a 
holomorphic function, we say that f is a left regular function (or following 
the notation of [S] a kft monogenic function) if for each z E U we have 
A similar definition can be given for right regular functions. 
For the cases where n = 1 mod 2 an example of such a function is 
G(g) = Z(_zZ) -(‘I + 1 “2, 
This function is defined on the domain c”+ ’ - S, and it is both left and 
right regular. It follows that for each m E Z+ the functions 
are also left and right regular, where I, ,..., I,, E { l,..., m >. 
Other left regular functions may be given by the following construction: 
consider the hypercomplex variables 
s, = z/e, - zOe, 
for 1 dl<n, then for (I, ,..., I,!)E { l,..., n}“’ we may construct the following 
homogeneous polynomials 
v, I..., (a)=$ 1 S,,“‘S,,, n(/l”‘/“,’ (1) 
where the sum is taken over all permutations without repetition of the 
sequence (I, ,..., 1,). On applying the operator 
to the polynomials V,,...,,,(z), and observing that for j= I,..., n the 
expression (zi- zi)(a/azi) V,, . . . . ..(_z) is identically zero, it may be deduced 
[9, Sect. 31 that the polyomial (1) is a left regular function. The polynomial 
(1) is referred to as a Fueter polynomial. 
From now on we shall assume that n = 1 mod 2. 
In the development of our analysis we shall require the following classes 
of manifolds. 
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DEFINITION 2. A smooth, real (n + 1) dimensional, compact 
manifold M, with boundary, lying in c” + ’ is called a manifold of type a if 
for each z E M we have 
S(z)nM= {z}. 
An example of such a manifold is the closed unit disc lying in 
Re,+ Wc CW+‘. 
DEFINITION 3. A smooth, real (n + I)-dimensional, noncompact sub- 
manifold, M, of C”+’ is a manifold of type b if each (n + 1) dimensional, 
smooth, compact submanifold of M is a manifold of type a. 
An example of such a manifold is the space Re, + R”, c C”+ I. 
If M is a manifold of type a then we denote the components of 
containing A,?, the interior of M, by U(M). In [28] we establish that U(M) 
is an open set. In the cases where M is a closed disc lying in Re, + R” the 
domain U(M) corresponds to the harmonic hull introduced in [30]; it is 
referred to in [25] as a Lie ball. 
In [27] we introduce the differential form 
D_z = i ( - 1)’ ej dz, A ... A dzjp, A dz.j+, A ... A dz,, 
j=O 
and using this form, together with the generalized Cauchy integral for- 
mulae obtained in [S, 27,281 we have 
THEOREM 1. For j U -+ A,,(C) a left regular function, for M c U a 
manifold of type a, and for z, an arbitrary point in U(M) n U we have 
where w, is the surface area of the unit sphere lying in R”+ ‘. 
From [28] it may be observed that the functionf has an analytic con- 
tinuation to the domain Uv U(M). 
From Theorem 1 and a straightforward modification of [28, Theorem 51 
we have the following Laurent expansion theorem: 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose f: U -+ A,,(C) is a left regular function, and for 
some point zO 65 C” + ’ the annulus 
A= (~EC”‘, _z=~,+x, wherexERe,+R” and 
R, < 1x1 < Rz, withR,,RzERt) 
is contained in 0. Then there is a series 
f(E v,, ,,(z - zo 1 a/, /,,, n, = 0 I, G, > 
+ 2 ( c G,,...,,(p--~o)h,,...,~,). 
n, = 0 1, inr 
where a,, tej, b,,...tm~ AJC), which converges pointwise to f(z) on the set 
U(A). This series converges uniformly on each set U(A(p,, pz), where 
A(p,,pZ)= {ZEC~+~:_Z=Z~+X, withp, 6 1x1 dp2, and 
R, <PI <~z<R,j. 
Before introducing the Pompeju representation theorems that we require, 
we first introduce the following refinement o Definition 2: 
DEFINITION 4. A manifold ii4, of type a which satisfies the condition 
that for each z E I%# we have 
where TM, is the tangent space to M at the point _z, is called a manifold of 
type c. 
DEFINITION 5. If M is a manifold of type b, for which each smooth, 
compact (n + I )-dimensional submanifold is a manifold of type c, then we 
call M a mantfold of type e. 
We now have from [27], 
THEOREM 3 (Pompeju representation). For g: U -+ A,,(C) a C’ function, 
for M c U a man&old of type c, and for _z, an arbitrary point in &, we have 
where d is the usual exterior derivative associated to differential forms. 
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OBSERVATION 1. If the function g(_z) arising in Theorem 3 is 
holomorphic then the integral representation (2) becomes 
x dz, A ... A dz,,. 
Besides using left regular functions, we shall also use complex harmonic 
functions. 
DEFINITION 6. A holomorphic function h: U -+ A,,(C) is called complex 
harmonic if it satisfies the equation 
for each z E U. 
Using [7] we obtain the following analogue of Theorem 1; 
THEOREM 4. Suppose h: U -+ A,,(C) is a complex harmonic function, and 
M c U is a mantfold qf type a. Then for each point go E U n U(M) we have 
where H(_z-z”)= -(l/(n- ~))(zZ))“‘-“‘~, and 
D,-= i (-l)‘e,dz, A ‘.. adz,_, A dzi+, A .” adz,,. 
/=n 
It may be observed from the integral (3) that the function h(_z) may be 
analytically continued to a complex harmonic function on the domains 
U u U(M). When M is an open subset of Re, + R” this continuation is also 
deduced, by different methods in [30]. 
We also have the following Pompeju representation: 
THEOREM 5. Suppose g: U + A,,(C) is a holomorphic function, and 
M c U is a manjfold of type c, then ,for each point _z, E fi we have 
where d$’ + ’ = dzO A . . A dz,, . 
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3. HOLOMORPHIC MOISIL-TEODORESCU TRANSFORMS 
Our study of the Dirac equations presented here makes use of a 
generalization of the classical Moisil-Teodorescu transforms tudied in the 
Euclidean setting in [S, 6, 10-14, 19, 201. In this section we introduce this 
new transform, and establish some of its basic properties. We begin with 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that M is a manifold qf type c, and that 
k: M + A,,(C) is a bounded L’ integrable function. Then, ,for each go E M the 
integral 
I 
G(,- - zo) k(,-) dz”+ ’ 
M 
is bounded. 
Proqf: For each point z0 E M we have 
G(g -go) k(z) df + ’ IG(,--_z,)k(,-)dz”+‘(. 
As the form dz”” is a purely holomorphic form (i.e., it contains no 
antiholomorphic terms) then it follows from the definition of dz”+ ’ that 
j IG(_z-z,)k(_z)&"+'I 6 j IG(,--z,)kk)l dM, M M 
where dM is the usual Lebesgue measure associated to the manifold M. As 
k(z) is a bounded L’ integrable function we now have 
j M I@-zd&)l dM< sup lW)l jM I@-.-,)I dM. I’E M 
It follows that to obtain our result it is sufficient to prove that 
IG(,--,-,)I dM< co. 
To establish that this integral is bounded we choose a closed disc 
B(- _Lo, r(z,)) = 
{ 
g E M: 1; - goI d r(,-,,) where r(;“) E R+, 
and 1~1 =(,I .$ + yf)“*} 
such that M - B&, r&)) # 0. 
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As G(,- -zO) is a bounded, continuous function on the manifold 
M- B(_z,,, r&)), then we have 
To demonstrate that 
we first observe that as II@,, r&)) is a manifold of type c then there is a 
closed neighbourhood 
ucL!q+2= {ZEc+l: Ig-_z,l’= l}, 
of the unit sphere lying in TM,, such that for each element _z E U the 
element _z - z, is invertible in the algebra A,(C). By taking a 
parametrization of a neighbourhood, in M, of the point z0 we observe that 
we may choose the radius r&) of the disc B(_z,, r&)) such that for each 
point z’ E B(zO, r&)) - {_zO} the radial projection of the vector z’ - go into 
the sphere S$+* -go lies in the set U-g,. As the function G(_z - go) is 
homogeneous of degree n with respect o the point g, it now follows that 
To show that the integral 
s B(;o r(ro)) Iz- zol-‘IdM -3 
is bounded we first consider the continuous function 
9: s” x [0, r(_z,)] -+ S$ + 2, 
where, for each 1~ (0, r(go)] the function e(S”, 2) is defined via the radial 
projection through the point go of the set 
{z E B(zo, r(zo)): I_z - goI’ = A} z S” 
into the set U, and 
e( s”, 0) = i’iflo (s”, 1,) 
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is the unit sphere lying in the tangent space TM,,,. Here we have assumed 
that go E I& 
As 0 is a continuous function, which is smooth over the manifold S”, 
then the function 
is continuous, where for each fixed ,4 the function J;.O(s”, 2) is the Jacobian 
of the diffeomorphism 
0: s”x{I}+O(s”,j*), 
Moreover, it may be observed that 
(4) 
It now follows that the integral 
is bounded. A similar projection argument holds when z, E cYM. The result 
follows. 
Using Proposition 1 we may deduce 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that M is a manifold of type c, and that 
k: M -+ A,,(C) is a bounded, L’ integrable function. Then the function 
L(k)ko)=;j G(_z-z,)k(z)dz”+ M 
is bounded on M. 
Proof By identical considerations to those given in the proof of 
proposition 1 it is sufficient o establish that 
sup s IGk-zdl dM GOEM M 
is bounded. To establish this, we consider, for each point _z, E M the closed 
disc B(_z,, r(_zO)), and the sphere bundle 
se”,r(Z,))= {(z,,z*)~c”+‘: lz,l’= l,_z,~&~, r(zdL andz,E TM,,}. 
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The function 
r: S&O, r(_zd)+ SZn+*: (z,, z21+zl, 
where S”‘+ ’ is the unit sphere in C” + ‘, is continuous, and the set 
T(SE(z,, r(zO)) is a compact subset of S2”+*. Moreover, it follows from the 
fact that B(_z,, r&)) is a manifold of type c, that each element of 
T(SB(_z,, &))) is invertible in the algebra A,(C). It follows that there is a 
closed neighbourhood U(_z,), c s” + *, of T(SB(_z,, &))) for which each 
element z E U(_z,) is invertible in the algebra A,(C). By taking a 
parameterization of a neighbourhood, in M, of the point go we observe that 
we may choose the radius r(_zO) of the disc B(go, r&J) such that for each 
point g3 E &,, &&)) and each point g4 E B(z,, r(go)) - {_z3} the radial 
projection of g3 --_z, into the sphere S2”+’ lies in the set U(z,). As the 
function G(z --z3) is homogeneous of degree --n with respect to the 
point g3 it now follows that 
To show that the integral 
I B(-o (l/4) C-0)) ‘z-z3’ -” dM -. rz 
is bounded over the set B(_zO, s -0 4(z )) we first consider the function 
8’: S” x E(go, Qr(Zo)) x [0, @(go)] --, S2” + 2, 
where, for each I E [0, &-(go)] and each g3 E B&, &-(_zo)) the function 
@W, z,, A) 
is defined by the radial projection of the sphere 
into S2”+2. and 
O’(Sn, g3, 0) = f’mO 6’(S”, z3, A) 
is the unit sphere lying in the tangent space TM,,. (Here we have assumed 
that _z, E fi and that B(_z,, r&)) c A?.) 
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As 8’ is a continuous function, which is smooth over the manifold S”, 
then the function 
P’: &o, $rko)) + R: P”(ZS) 
Z.Z s (“2)r(io)A j W(Y, _zs, A) J,,, ;.W(s”, _z,, I.) dS” dA, (5) 0 S” 
where for each fixed _z, and ,I the function J,, ,W(S”, g,, A) is the Jacobian 
of the diffeomorphism 
8’: SIX {_z~, A) -+ eysn, z,, n), 
is continuous. As B(z o, Qr(z,)) is a compact set it follows that the function p 
is bounded. Moreover, it may be observed that as 
B(_z,, $4~~)) = B(_z,, fr(_z,)) 
for each z, E B(_z,, $r(zo)), then 
s B(;o,(,,4,r(-0,, Iz-zsl -“dM<~‘(zs). 
It follows that 
1 
sup - 
=,E Bl;o. (lP.,r(:o,, W?Z IJ
G(_z-_z,)k(,-) dz”+’ < ~3. 
B(310. (f/4, r(q), 
Moreover, it may easily be deduced that 
1 
sup - 
qe ml, (118, r(ro,, wll )r 
G(_z-g3)k(g)d$‘+’ <CD. 
M B(<o. (l/4, r(;o)) 
Thus, we have for each point _Z~E fi there is a neighbourhood of _z, on 
which the function T,(k) is bounded. Similar arguments may be developed 
to obtain identical results for each point zoe aM. As A4 is a compact 
manifold it now follows that the function T,(k)(z,) is bounded over M. 
DEFINITION 7. The function T,(k)(z) introduced in Proposition 2 is 
called the Moisil-Teodorescu transform of the ,function k over the 
manifold M. 
In the cases where the function k, introduced in Proposition 1, is a 
restriction to A4 of a holomorphic function we may construct a more 
general transform over domains in CR+‘. Our construction of this trans- 
form makes use of special types of homotopy transforms of manifolds of 
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type c. We begin by introducing and establishing the existence, of these 
homotopy transforms. 
DEFINITION 8. Suppose M, c C” + ‘, is a manifold of type c, and 
h: Mx[O, l]+Cn+l 
is a homotopy satisfying the conditions: 
(i) h(M, 0) = M 
for each t E [0, 11, 
(ii) h(aA4, t) = aM, 
(iii) the set h(M, t) is a manifold of type c, and the function 
h: M x {t } -+ h(M, t) is a diffeomorphism. 
Then the homotopy h is called a homotopy of type c. 
LEMMA 1. For each manifold M, cc” + ‘, of type c, there exists a 
homotopy h: A4 x [0, 1 ] -+ c”+ ’ of type c. 
Outline Proof Suppose go EM and B&, r&)) is the closed disc 
introduced in the proof of Proposition 1. Suppose also that the radius r(_zO) 
is chosen sufficiently small, so that B(z,, r(zO)) is contained in a local 
parameterization of a neighbourhood, in M, of z,,, Then elementary 
topological considerations reveal that it is possible to construct a 
homotopy 
H: Mx [0, l] -+Cn+’ 
such that 
(i) H(M,O)=M 
for each t E [0, 11, 
(ii) H(M- B(zo, r(d), t) = M- Wo, 4%)) 
(iii) the set H(M, t) is a manifold of type c, and the function 
H: M x {t} + H(M, t) is a diffeomorphism. It follows that the homotopy H 
is a homotopy of type c. 1 
Observation 2. The homotopy H given above is a local deformation, in 
c “+ ’ of a neighbourhood in M of the point g,. As A4 is a compact 
manifold it follows that a finite composition of such homotopies would give 
a global deformation of the manifold M. 
Observation 3. It may be observed that the set of all such deformations 
of the manifold A4 contains an open neighbourhood in C”+ ‘, of d. 
Moreover, this open subset is contained in the open set U(M). 
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Using homotopies of type c we may now deduce 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose B: U c C”+ ’ + A,,(C) is holomorphic and 
M,, M2 c U are mangolds of type c which are homotopic via a homotopy of 
type c, 
h: M,x[O,l]+U 
which satisfies the condition that for some point _z, E 44, we have that 
h(_z,, f)=_z, 
for all t E [ 0, 11. Then 
T,,Wk,) = T,,(B)kcJ 
Proof: We shall first prove this result for special type of homotopy of 
type c, and then use this special case to prove the result in the general 
setting. 
Step 1. Suppose that the homotopy h has the property that there is a 
neighbourhood N&J of go in A4 such that 
WW,), t) = Nzo) 
for each t E [0, 11. Then it follows from the classical Cauchy-Riemann 
equations [ 1, Chap. 1 ] the homotopy h, and Stokes’ theorem that 
s G(_z - g,) B(g) dZ” + ’ = MI ~ .wO) s M _ N(zg, G(z - zO) B(g) dZ” + ‘. 2 . 
It follows that in this case 
TMJB)(zo) = T,,(Bk,). 
Step 2. Suppose that h(M, 0) = M, and h(M1, 1) = Mz. Then as h is a 
continuous function there exists 6 and r(_zO) E [0, 1) such that there is a 
manifold M,, of type c contained in the set H(M, [0, 1]), and satisfying 
the conditions 
(i) for the neighbourhood B(g,, r(gJ of z, in M, we have 
h(M1 - Wo, rkd), 4 = Md 
and 
(ii) Wh, &r&d), 0) c Ma. 
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It now follows from step 1 that 
TM,(m_zo) = ~,,(fwzrJ). 
We may now take a homotopy 
h,: M,x CO, 11 -MM, x CO, 11) 
of type c such that 
(i) h,(Ms, 0) = M, and 
(ii) for each t E [0, l] 
%o, f(l - r) rk,)) c h,(M,, r). 
It follows from step 1 of our proof, that for each TV [0, 11, 
TM,(m_zo) = ~h!(M& ,,(m(_z”) 
Moreover, it may be observed from Eq. (4) that 
lim 
s 
JG(_z-go)1 dM=O. 
‘+ ’ mo. (l/2)(1 ~ I) r(q)) 
It follows that 
On placing h l(Md, 1) = M:, , we now take a homotopy 
h,: MBx CO, 11 -+h(Ml x CO, 11) 
of type c, such that 
(i) h,(W, 0) = ML 
(ii) h2(Mk, 1) = Wfl, 61, 
and for some closed disc 
B’k,, &d)= {ZEWS: lz-zol ~&l)l 
and each t E [0, 11, 
(iii) h,(Mk - B’(_z,, r&)), t) c h(M,, 6) and 
(iv) h2(B’(zo, f(l - t) hd), t) = B’h $(I- t) &d). 
It now follows from step 1 of our proof that for each t E [0, 1 ] we have 
TA4k(mZo) = Th*(Mk, ,)(mzo). 
505/67/3-2 
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Moreover, it may now be observed that 
lim s IG(_z-g,)( dM=O. ’ - ’ B’(lO, (l/2)(1 ~ 1) r(q)) 
It follows that 
TM,(~)kO) = T/04,. 6)(wZO); 
thus 
T I,(M,, &WO) = T,,(Wzo). 
As h is a uniformly continuous function it follows that the above argument 
may be iterated a finite number of times to reveal that 
T,,(B)kcJ = T,,(WW. I 
DEFINITION 9. For U a domain in C”+ ‘, and M, c U, a manifold of 
type c, let Q(M, V) be the minimal subdomain of U which satisfies the 
conditions: 
(I) d2d2(M, U) 
(2) dMcx?(M, U) 
(3) for each manifold M; c U, which is homotopic to M via a 
homotopy of type c we have 
A@ c Q(M, U) 
and 
(4) for each pair of manifolds M, and M, which are homotopic, via 
homotopies of type c, to M, and contain a common point _z,, there is a 
homotopy of type c 
h: M, x [O, l] +Q(M, U) 
such that 
(i) h(M,,O)=M,, 
(ii) h(M,, 1) = Mz, and 
(iii) h(zO, t) =_zO for each t E [0, 13. 
Then Q(M, U) is called a Moisil-Teodorescu domain. 
It follows from Observation 3 that such domains always exist. Moreover, 
Q(M, U) c U(M). 
Using Definition 9 and Propositions l-3 we obtain 
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THEOREM 6. Suppose B: U + A,,(C) is a holomorphic function, M c U is 
a man&old of type c, and sZ(M, U) is the Moisil-Teodorescu domain. Then 
there is a uniquely defined function 
TQ,,, L,,(B): Q(M U) --+ A,(C): Tw,, .,(Bk) = T.&W), 
where _z E I& and M’ is a manifold of type c homotopic to M, via a homotopy 
of type c. 
DEFINITION 10. The function T RCM, a,(B) introduced in theorem 6 is 
called the holomorphic Moisil-Teodorescu transform of the function B(Z), 
over the domain Q(M, U). 
We now proceed to investigate the properties of the holomorphic 
Moisil-Teodorescu transforms, and in particular show that they give 
holomorphic functions. We begin with 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose B: U + A,,(C) is a holomorphic function, 
M c U is mantfold of type c, then the holomorphic Moisil-Teodorescu trans- 
form 
Tww, L/)(B): Q(M, u) --*A,(C) 
is a continuous function. 
Proof For each point z0 E Q(M, U) there is a manifold M(g,), 
csZ(M, U), of type c which is homotopic, via a homotopy of type c, to M, 
and z,, E M. Following the outline proof of Lemma 1 it may be observed 
that there exists a homotopy of type c which deforme the manifold M(z,) 
within 52(M, U) to a manifold AI’&) with the property that there is a 
neighbourhood 
h3) = M’(Zo) 
containing z,, and 
&o) c TM(z& 
Suppose V&J c D(_z,) is a neighbourhood of z,, and 
U’(z,) = h3) 
then the transform 
1 - 
0, s 
G(_z - $) B(g) dg”+ ’ 
‘+f’(_zo) - Qzo) 
is a bounded, continuous function in the variable z’ E u’(zJ 
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As the open set IQ,) is a subset of the tangent space 7’A4(~J10 then the 
convolution argument given in [6], to establish the continuity of Moisil- 
Teodorescu transforms of continuous functions defined on domains in 
Euclidean space, may straightforwardly be adapted to show that the trans- 
form 
1 - 
s G(z-_z’)B(g)dz”+’ 0, D(?O) 
is a continuous function in the variable _z’ E u’&). 
It now follows that on the real (n + I)-dimensional manifold vl(_z,) the 
function TQcMj(B) is continuous. 
To show that T R(,,,, ,(B) is continuous at the point g, we first observe 
from the outline proof of Lemma 1 that for each point z’ E ul(_z,) there 
exist homotopy deformations, of type c, of the manifold M’(_z,) which 
rotate the set 8(z,) within the open set C”+ ’ - S(z’). By similar arguments 
to those given above it may be deduced that the function T,,,, .,(B) is 
continuous on each of the images of vl(z,) under these deformations. It 
now follows from the triangle inequality that TQcM, .,(B) is continuous at 
the point ZO.Thus the function T R(M, .,(B) is continuous over the open set 
Q(M, U). 1 
Using Proposition 4 we now deduce 
PROPOSITION 5. The function T,,,, ,,,(B), constructed in Theorem 6, is a 
C’ function. 
Proof: Suppose that _z, EQ(M, V) and M’(_z,) is the manifold 
introduced in the proof of Proposition 4. Suppose also that the tangent 
space TM’(_z,),, is spanned by the vectors { p}J=+j c C”+ ‘, so that we have 
where ;ii~ R. Then, using the sets @O) and U’(_z,) introduced in the proof 
of Proposition 4, we first observe that for 1 <j d n + 1 the function 
1 
s 
n+l 
- G B(_z)dg”+’ 
0, M’(_zo) - U’(io) 
z-- 1 Ajpj-g, 
j= I > 
is continuously differentiable with respect to the variables Aj, where 
cy=+j AjPj + go E V(_Z()). 
As the open set U’(zJ is a subset of the tangent space Tkf’(_~~)~,,, then 
the convolution argument given in [6], to establish C’ continuity of 
Moisil-Teodorescu transforms of C’ functions defined on domains in 
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Euclidean space, may straightforwardly be adapted to show that the trans- 
form 
1 PI=1 
- z- c rljpj-go B(g)df+’ 
0, j= I 
is a C’ function on the manifold U’(z,). 
It now follows that on the real (n + 1 )-dimensional manifold U’(_z,) the 
functions TQcM, v,(B)(_z) is C’ continuous. 
We now proceed to show that the function T,,,,(B)(z) has continuous 
partial derivatives in the directions of the vectors pi, j= l,..., n + 1, on an 
open subset of SZ(M, U). 
Suppose g, is a point in Q(M) such that 
ko-Zll <h 
Then it follows from the outline proof of Lemma 1 that provided E is suf- 
ficiently small there is a homotopy 
h: M’(QJ x [O, l] -Q(M, U) 
of type c, which satisfies the conditions 
(i) h(M’(zo), 0) = M’(z,) 
and for each t E [0, 11, 
(ii) h(Wz,) - Ok,), t) = M’(zo) - O(z,), 
(iii) h( U(zO), t) = U’(z,) + t(_z, --go). 
By similar arguments to those developed above it may be deduced that for 
each t E [0, l] the function T,,,, Uj (B) is continuously differentiable on the 
manifold h( U’(z,), t). Moreover, 
G(_z - _z’) B(z) dg” + ’ 
1 
G(_z - z’) B(z) dz” + ’ , 
for 1 <j<n+ 1. 
It follows that there is a neighbourhood Uo(zo), cQ(M, U), of go on 
which the function T,,,,,, .,(B) has p continuous real, first order, partial 
derivatives in the directions of the vectors pl,..., pn+ I. 
It follows from the outline proof of Lemma 1 that for each 
jE {l,..., n + 1 } there is a homotopy 
hi: M’(_z,) x [O, l] + Q(M, U) 
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of type c, which satisfies the conditions: 
(A) hj(M’ko), 0) = M’(zo), 
(B) hj(M’ko)- bo), t)=M’W-- &zO), and 
(C) the set h,( U’(_z,), 1) is an open subset of the tangent space 
Thj( WCJY 1 fhi(gj, 1)> and this space is spanned by the vectors p1 ,..., pj.-, , q,, 
pi+ , ,..., p,, + , , where qi E C”+ * and qj # 3L,pj for some ,Ij E R. 
It follows from the properties of these homotopies, and the previous 
arguments that there are neighbourhoods U,(_z,), cQ(M, U), of _zO, on 
which the function ~~~.~, .,(B) has continuous, first order, real partial 
derivatives in the directions of the vectors p1 ,..., pi- ,, qj, pi+ ,,..., p,+ , . 
Thus on the open set 
the function To(,,,, ,,(B) is C’ continuous. As this result is valid for each 
point _z~EQ(M, V) it follows that the function m(,,,,, .,(I?) is a C’ function 
on the open set fz(M, U). 
We may now deduce one of the main results of this section: 
THEOREM 7. Suppose B: U + A,,(C) is a holomorphic function and M, 
c U, is a rna~~~old of type c. Then the ~~o~om~rphic ~o~~i~-Teodorescu trans- 
form 
Tw,, v,(B): Q(M U --* A,(C) 
is a homomorphic function. 
Proof: Suppose that M’ E (M, U) is homotopic, via a homotopy of 
type c, to M. Suppose also that (6: B(M, U) + A,,(C) is a smooth function 
with compact support. Then, as TDt,,.,(B) is a C’ function, it follows 
from Stokes’ theorem that 
I (Irk’) WzTnc,w,u,(B)(_z’)) M, 
1 
=- j d(&‘)D$)j G(g-g’) B(_z)dg”+‘. 
w,, M’ M’ 
By Fubini’s theorem it follows that this integral is equivalent to 
1 -- 
I I d(dtfz’)Dz’)G(_z-_z’)B(~1dZ.“+‘, w, M’ M’ 
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and it follows from Theorem 3 that this integral is equivalent to 
By taking homotopic deformations of type c of the manifold M’(go), for 
each go E Q(M, U) and repeating the above argument for each test function 
4: Q(A4, U) -+ A,(C) it may be observed that 
4&T,,, ,,,(B)(z)) = -B(z) dz”+‘, 
where d is the usual exterior derivative acting on differential forms over 
Q(M, U). It now follows from the classical Cauchy-Riemann equations 
[ 1, Chap. 21 that the function TQc,,,, .,(B) is a holomorphic function. 1 
From the proof of Theorem 7 we have 
COROLLARY. The holomorphic Moisil-Teodorescu transform 
T CqM, .,(W: Q&f, U) + 47(C) 
satisfies the equation 
= f ea { TQcM, .,(~)(z)} = -Wz), 
j=O ‘a_zi 
for each g~Q(h4, U). 
This result generalizes to the several complex variable setting a classical 
result given in the Euclidean setting [19,20]. We now proceed to 
introduce generalized Dirac equations, and to use Theorem 7 and its 
corollary to study their properties. 
4. GENERALIZED DIRAC EQUATIONS 
In this section we shall study properties of solutions to the equation 
where 
and 
(6) 
w: U(o)cc”+‘+A,(C) 
K: U-+A,(C) 
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are holomorphic functions, and V(o) is a domain in C”+ ’ with V(w) c U. 
The function K(z) is a holomorphic potential, and Eq. (6) is a 
generalization of the classical inhomogeneous Dirac equation studied in 
[29, Chap. 41 and elsewhere. We shall refer to a solution, w, of Eq. (6) as a 
Dirac left regular function, with respect to the potential K(z). In the cases 
where the potential K(z) takes its values in the complex Lie algebra spoin 
(Cn) the potential is a spoin (Cn) gauge potential, and in these cases it is a 
generalization of the SU(2) gauge potentials studied in [3] and elsewhere. 
On combining Eq. (6) with observation 1 we obtain 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose ox U(o) -+ A,,(C) is a Dirac left regular 
function with respect to a potential K, and Mc U(u) is a manifold of type c. 
Then for each point z0 E fi we have 
We may rewrite Eq. (7) as 
1 - j 
w, ?M 
G(_z-go) Dzo(_z)=w(++ j G(_z-_z,) K(_z)o(_z)dz”+‘. (8) 
n M 
Obseroation 4. The left-hand side of Eq. (8) may, via the left regular 
kernel G(_z - _zO), be analytically continued to a left regular function 
F(aM, co): U(M) + A,(C). 
Observation 5. Using Theorem 7 we may observe that the function 
appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) may be analytically continued 
to the holomorphic function 
o(Z) - TSZ(M, .,,,,(K~)(_z) 
defined on the Moisil-Teodorescu domain Q(M, U(o)) c U(o). Moreover, 
we have that 
FtaM, 011 a(~, u(w)) = OJ - TQ(M, .,w,,(Kw). (9) 
Observation 6. It follows from Proposition 2, and the right-hand side of 
Eq. (9), that the function F(BM, o) is bounded on the set a. As 
0 - Tnw, uwd Kw) is a continuous function it follows that there is a 
neighbourhood U(F(aM, w)), cQ(M, U(o)), of fi, on which the function 
0 - Ta,,, uwd KU) is bounded. 
Observation 7. Suppose M,, CM, is a manifold of type c, with 
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M, c I%?. Then it follows from Theorem 1 and Observation 6, that on the 
open set 
vl(F(a4, a), M,) = U(F(dM, w) u U(M,) 
the function F(aM, o) is bounded. 
Equation (9) gives a local transformation of Dirac left regular functions 
into left regular functions. 
DEFINITION 11. Suppose o: U(o) + A,(C) is a Dirac left regular 
function with respect to a potential K, suppose Mc U(o) is a manifold of 
type c, and U(F(aM, o)), c U(o) is the neighbourhood of fi introduced in 
Observation 6. Then the transform which takes the function 
0: U(F(c?M, 0)) + A,(C) 
to the function w - m(,,,,, U(ojJ Ko) is called the Dirac transform with 
respect to A4 and K. 
We denote this transform by 
D,(K): 0 --+ 0 - TQ,,, .,,,,(K~). 
We now proceed to find conditions under which the transform D,,,(K) is 
invertible. We begin with 
LEMMA 2. Suppose M’, c C”+ ‘, is a manifold of type e. Then for each 
set {N, E R+ },“= 1 there is a covering {M,},“=, of M’ by manifolds of 
type c, such that for each p E N+ there is a q E N+ for which 
1 
sup - s 0, Mp 
IG(z-_zo)l dM,GN,. 
loa M/l 
Proof: For each point g, E A4 consider the closed disc B(,-, , r(_z, )) 
introduced in the proof of Proposition 1. It follows from the proof of 
Proposition 2, and in particular the continuity of the function (5), that the 
radius r(gl) may be chosen such that for a point q E N+ we have 
1 
sup - 
q)e B(&?,,r(q)) wn s 
(G(z-z,)l dM’< N,. 
B(II.‘(‘I)) 
On taking a countable refinement {B(zP, r(zp))};=, of the covering 
{B(z,, r(z,)): zi EM’} we obtain the result. 1 
Observation 8. In the proof of Lemma 2 we may choose the radii r(_zp), 
in the countable covering { B(_zP, r(_zp)};= 1, such that the set 
iB(z p, $-(zP))>pm_ i is also a covering of the manifold M’. 
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LEMMA 3. Suppose M’ is a manifold of type e, and ( B(_zp, r(zP))),“_ I is 
the set of subman~folds of type c introduced in the proof of Lemma 2. Then 
there exists smooth homotopies 
{hP: B(_zP, r(_zP)) x [ - 1, lln+r -+ U(B(_zP, T(z~))} 
satisfying the conditions: 
(A) hP(B(zp, r($‘)), 0 ,..., 0) = B(zP, r(gP)), for each (tI ,..., t,, *)E 
[ -1, l-jfl+r, 
(B) the set hP(B(ZP, r(_z”)), t,,..., t,, , is a manifold of type c, and the 
,function, 
h”: B(zP, r@) x {tl ,..., t,.+, > --f hP(B(zP, r(_z”)), ti ,..., f,, ,) 
is a diffeomorphi.~m, 
(C) ahP(BkP, W)), fl,..., t,, I) = WY’, W’)), 
(D) the set hP(&zP, r(_zp)), (-1, l)n+‘) is an open subset of 
f-4 W’, W))X and 
X 
I 
IG(z - zo)l dM’ d 2N,, 
hJyB(zP. r(f)). I ,,..., tn+ g) 
where Nq is introduced in Lemma 2. 
Proof The existence of homotopies satisfying conditions (A)-(D) 
follows directly from Observation 3. As the Moisil-Teodorescu transforms 
T p(B(tp, ,Cgp)j, C”+ ir(e,) is a continuous function it now follows from Lemma 2 
that homotopies satisfying conditions (A)-(E) do exist. 1 
Using Lemma 2 we may deduce 
LEMMA 4. Suppose K: U--f A,(C) is a halomorphic function, and M’ c U 
is a mantfold of type e. Then the covering { B(z,, r(z,,) > of M’ introduced in 
the proof of Lemma 2 may be chosen such that 
where X, is a closed neighbourhood in LJ of the set B(_z,, 2r(z,)). 
Proof. We obtain the resuit by first taking a covering { Y,),“= r of M 
which satisfies the conditions: 
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(i) each Y, is a closed subset of U, 
(ii) the set Yk is an open subset of U, 
(iii) each set Yk~ { Yk}pz 1 intersects with only finitely many other 
elements of this covering, 
(iv) the set { Yk}pCl is also a covering of M’. 
For each point g, EM’ we now choose the radius &,) of B(zl, r(_z,)) 
such that 
(A) B(_z,,r(g,))EYkforeach Yk~{Yk}pz, with_z,EYkand 
(B) 
where 
NY’ = sup sup IJQ)l. 
{Y!c:r1e Ykl ZE Yk 
As condition (A) holds, we may choose the set X, to be one of the sets Y,, 
where 
B(_zP, 3r(gP)) c Pk 
The result follows. 1 
On combining Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 we may deduce 
THEOREM 8. Suppose K: U --, A,,(C) is a holomorphic function and 
M’ c U is a manifold of type e. Then there exists a covering { Mk}pz, of M 
by manifolds of type c such that for each Dirac left regular function 
co: U(w) -+ A,(C), 
with M’ c U(o), the Dirac transform 
is invertible on an open subset of U(F(aMk, o)), for each k E N+. 
Proof: On taking the covering { B(_zP, r(zP)};= , and the set {X,},“= 1 
constructed in Lemma 4 it follows from Lemma 3 that for each p EN+ and 
each Dirac left regular function w: U(o) --f A,(C) with M’ c U(w), there is 
a homotopy 
H,(o): B(_zp, r(z”)) x [ - 1, 11”” + U(B(gP, r(_zP)), 0) n X, 
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which satisfies the conditions (A)-(E) of the homotopy given in Lemma 3. 
Thus, on placing the open set 
Hp(0)(&p, r(y)) x [ - 1, 11”“) = U,(o) 
and 
BkP, r(z”)) = M, 
we have that 
sup b(z) - %W,, u(w))( KwN_z)l G (1 + 6) sup b(z)l, (10) ‘t U,(uJ, I l U/J(w) 
where 6 E (0, 1). 
Suppose now that 
J: U,(o) -+ A,(C) 
is a holomorphic function, 
On placing 
and 
L,,. u~wd~Tw~, u~w,,W’op~~, u(w)). WTQ,,~, .,,,,WJ) . . . ) 
= (Tq,, ~,a&) (4, (11) 
where composition of the left-hand side of (11) is taken I times, with 
1E Nf, it now follows from the inequality (10) that the series of 
holomorphic function 
converges uniformly on the open set V,(o) to w(g). 1 
Using the corollary to Theorem 7, the notation developed in the proof of 
Theorem 8, and the inequality (10) it may immediately be deduced that: 
PROPOSITION 7. For each bounded left regular function f: U,(w) + A,(C) 
the series of holomorphic functions 
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converges untformly on the open set U,(w) to a holomorphic function which 
is Dirac left regular with respect to the potential K. 
As the left regular function,f, introduced above may be analytically con- 
tinued to a left regular function on the set U(M,) [28, Corollary to 
Theorem 11, it is possible to adapt Proposition 7 to give a generalization of 
this result for Dirac left regular functions. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that K: U + A,(C) is a holomorphic function, and 
M’ c U is a mantfold of type 2. Then there is an open set u’ c U, with 
M’ c u’, such that for each function 
co: U(u) =) M’ + A,(C), 
which is Dirac left regular with respect to K, there exists a function 
w: U’+A,(C) 
which is Dirac left regular with respect to K, and 
WI U’n U(w) = lx 
Proof Suppose that { B(_zP, r(_zp))};= I and {X,},“=, are the sets 
introduced in the proof of Lemma 4. Following Observation 8 we may also 
suppose that the radii r(z,,) are chosen such that the set { B(zP, $-(zP))};= 1 
is also a covering of the manifold M’. For each t E [$, 1 ] we shall place 
B(zP, t@‘)) = MP, t). 
It follows from Lemma 3 that for each t E [i, l] and each PE N+ there is a 
homotopy 
H P,,: Wp, t)x C-1, lln+‘+ VWP, t))nX, 
which satisfies conditions (A)-(D) of Lemma 3, and 
1 
sup sup - 
(‘I.....h+I)tC-I. lI”+‘;ocx(r ,...., ,.+,,p, ,) 0, 
X 
s I@-_z,)l dM< 1, wrl...., r,, ,,p. r) 
where 
WflY.7 fn+,, P, t) = (M(P, 1) - MP, t)) u HP, ,(M(p, t), t, ,..., t,+ 1). 
On placing 
H,,,(M(p, t)x(--1, lY+‘)= u(p, t), 
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we may now observe that for each Dirac left regular function 
f3J: U(0) 2 M’ -+ A”(C), 
the left regular function 
F(BWP, 117 0) = w - ~c2(M(p. I). u(oJ))(~~)9 
defined on the domain Q(M(p, l), U(o)) may be analytically continued to 
the domain 
Q(WP, l), Wu)) u WP, t). 
Moreover, this analytic continuation, F(i(aM(p, l), w), is bounded on the 
domain U(p, t). From observation 6 we have that the function 
F(:(aM(p, l), w) is bounded on the set 
NP, I)-WP, t) 
It now follows from Proposition 7 that on the domain U(p, t) the series of 
holomorphic functions. 
+ c m2,wp, I), U(fO)) m%wP, 11, I) 
/=2 
converges uniformly to a Dirac left regular function W&). Moreover, it 
follows from theorem 8 that 
w,, p I U(w) U(p. 1) = w. 
It now follows from the holomorphy of the functions W,,,,, and W,,,,, that 
W,,,,,(z) = W,,.,,(z) 
for each ZE U(p,, t,)n U(p,, t2). On placing 
u’= iJ (J U(P,l) 
~E[I/~,IIPEN+ 
the result follows. 1 
In the special case where the manifold M’ is an open subset of a real 
(n + 1)-dimensional hyperplane in C”+ ’ the maximal domain for which 
these Dirac left regular functions may be extended corresponr&s to the 
domains considered by Kiselman [23], for the special classes of differential 
equations considered here. 
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We conclude this part of the paper by giving an analogue of the Laurent 
expansion theorem [ 1, Chap. 51 for Dirac left regular functions. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose K: U + A,,(C) is a holomorphic function, which is 
not identically zero, o: u” c U + A,,(C) is a Dirac left regular function with 
respect to the potential K, and for some point go E C” + I the annulus 
A= {_z~C”+‘:z=z,+x, where x E Re, + R” and 
R, < I.4 GR,, with R,, Rz~R+) 
is contained in U. Moreover 
sup ‘j )G(z-_z,)l dA< Y(E)-‘, 
:,eAO” A 
where Y(E) = sup;, E IK(z)l, and E is a closed neighbourhood of A, lying in 
u”. Then there is an open neighbourhood V(E) c E, containing A, on which 
the series 
.,(,I, 
I n 
I/ I... &)a, I... h) 
Or,.-&)b,,-,m 
converges uniformly to w(z), where each Z,,...,,(z) and @,,...,,(z) are Dirac 
left regular functions with respect o the potential K, and a,, ,, and bt, _. ,, 
are elements of the algebra A,(C). 
Proof As the annulus A is a manifold of type c, it follows from 
Proposition 6 that 
for each z1 E A. It follows from Observation 4 that the expansion given on 
the right-hand side of Eq. (12) may be analytically continued to a left 
regular function, F(z,), defined on the domain U(A). We now proceed 
to demonstrate that the function F(z,) may be represented on a domain 
containing A by a uniformly convergent Laurent expansion. 
As the set A is an annulus, and o(z) is a holomorphic function, it follows 
from the Cauchy-Kowalewski extension theorem, for analytic functions 
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over spheres [31, Theorem l] that there exists positive real numbers E, and 
s2, and Laurent expansions. 
+ f 
WI=0 
( c G,...,&-zoM.. ,mj> 
1, /m 
where 6;,...,m~A,(C), and 
+ f ( c G,,....(~-~o)h,,...,~), 
m=O /I.../, 
where a;, [,,, EA,(C), which converge uniformly on the sets U(A r ) and 
U(A,) to the function F,(g) and F&), respectively, where 
A, = {_zEC”f’:~=_Zo+X, with x E Reo + R” and 
R,-E~.xKR,~E~} 
and 
A,= {pC”+‘=g=~o+X, with x E Re, + R” and 
R,-E,<IxI<R,+E,}. 
Moreover, 
and 
F21 (;o+x: 1x1 = R,} = w- 
It now follows from the orthogonality relation for left regular functions 
[S, Sect. 123 that the left regular function F(z) may be extended to the 
uniformly convergent Laurent expansion 
+ f 
WI=0 
( 1 G...,,(z-zo)b ,,.. /m) 
/I.../, 
(13) 
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on the domain U(A,), where 
A,= {_zEC”+‘:_z=&+x and R, - EI< Ix1 < R, + ~2). 
It follows that the series (13) is bounded on the set U(,4)c U(A,). It now 
follows from Proposition 7 that there is an open neighbourhood 
V(E) c u”, containing d, on which the series 
+ c c O’,...,&)b I,..., m 
m=O I, I, 
converges uniformly to CU(_Z), where 
I’, . . . . ,(_z) = I/,, ..-I& -go) + Tqa, ..f,(K( v,, ---‘J(Z) 
+ f (T,(,,..,K)‘(V,,...‘~)(Z) 
'=2 
and 
0 /,...,,(z) = GI, . ..I& - zo) + Taca, uyW/, -..,,Jz) 
+ f ( TQ,,, ~4)’ (GI, ,,J_z)- 
'=2 
It also follows from Proposition 7 that each of the functions I,, . ...&) and 
H,, ,,(_z) are Dirac left regular with respect to the potential K. 
5. HOLOMORPHIC COULOMB TRANSFORMS AND GENERALIZED 
KLEIN-GORDON EQUATIONS 
In this final section we briefly indicate how the methods developed in 
Sections 3 and 4 of this paper may be extended to obtain analogous results 
for solutions to special classes of second order differential equations. All 
proofs are omitted, as they follow very closely on the same lines as the 
proofs of the analogous results established in Sections 3 and 4. 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose that M is a manifold of type c, and that 
k: M --f A,,(C) is a bounded L’ integrable function. Then, for each go E M the 
integral 
-- H(_z -go) k(z) dZ”+ ’ 
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is well defined, and the function 
is bounded on M. 
We also have 
PROPOSITION 9. Suppose B: U -+ A,(C) is a holomorphic function, and 
M,, M2 c U are manifolds of type c, which are homotopic via a homotopy 
h: M, x [0, 11 -+ U 
of type c which satisfies the condition for some point _z, E M, we have 
hk,, t)=z, 
for each t E [0, 11. Then 
C,,(Bk,) = C,,(Bk,). 
THEOREM 11. Suppose B: U + A,,(C) is a holomorphic function, M, c U, 
is a mantfold of type c, and Q(M, U) is its Moisil-Teodorescu domain. Then 
there is a uniquely defined function 
C a(,s,, u,(B): Qn(M u) + A,(‘3 Cnp,, .,(B)(z) = C,,(B)(z)> 
where M’c U is a mantfold of type c which is homotopic to M via a 
homotopy of type c. 
DEFINITION 12. The function Ca,,+,, o,(B), introduced in Theorem 11, is 
called the holomorphic Coulomb transform of the function B(z) over the 
domain !2(M, U). 
We now have 
THEOREM 12. Suppose B: U -+ A,,(C) is a holomorphic function and M, 
c U, is a mantfold of type c. Then the holomorphic Coulomb transform 
C,(,, JB) is a holomorphic function which satisfies the equation 
n a* 
iI;, aZ: CQW. .,(B)(z) = -B(z) 
for each Z E Q(M, U). 
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DEFINITION 13. Suppose that K: U + A,(C) and u: U(u) + A,(C) are 
holomorphic functions, with U(o) c U. Suppose also that the function D(Z) 
satisfies the equation 
then the function u(z) is called a Klein-Gordon function, with respect to the 
potential K. 
On combining Eq. (14) with Theorem 5 we obtain 
PROPOSITION 10. Suppose u: U(u) + A,(C) is a Klein-Gordon function 
with respect to a holomorphic potential K, and Mc U(u) is a mantfold of 
type c. Then for each point go E &l we have 
IQ-go)& f e. e (z) + G(z - _zo) &u(_z) 
j=. ‘azj - 
= u&J - + s H(g -go) K(z) u(g) dg”+ I. n M 
By similar arguments to those deduced in Section 4 we may use 
Proposition 10 to deduce 
THEOREM 13. Suppose that K: U + A,,(C) is a holomorphic function, and 
M’c U is a mantfold of type e. Then there is an open set u”‘c U, with 
M’ c U”‘, such that for each Klein-Gordon function with respect to K 
u: U(u)~hf’-rA,(C) 
there exists a Klein-Gordon function with respect to K 
v: U”‘+A,(C) 
such that 
VI - v. U(u) n U” - 
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